1. List the four types of care you will provide for Baby.
   a) __________________________________  c) __________________________________
   b) __________________________________  d) __________________________________

2. List three other sounds Baby makes.
   a) __________________________________  c) __________________________________
   b) __________________________________

3. Before you can provide care for Baby, you must hear the __________ that means Baby recognizes you.

4. Baby will record neglect if it takes you longer than __________ minute(s) to care for Baby.

5. Although real infants may be fussy for long periods of time, RealCare Baby II will not be fussy for more than __________ minute(s).

6. List two things that happen if Baby is roughly handled, abused, or its head is not supported.
   a) __________________________________  b) __________________________________

7. There are many things that you can do to prevent rough handling and head support failure. List two.
   a) __________________________________  b) __________________________________

8. List three things that can permanently stain Baby’s skin.
   a) __________________________________  c) __________________________________
   b) __________________________________

9. What can you do to help protect Baby from stains?
   __________________________________________________________________________

10. How can you simulate bathing Baby?
    __________________________________________________________________________

11. Have you read and signed the Parent/Guardian/student safety precautions sign-off form that outlines all safety precautions you should take with Baby?
    ☐ Yes       ☐ No (you must do so before you take Baby home)